then the infinite Toeplitz matrix T(g; z) associated with the orthogonal polynomials p&; U) consists of the entries cm; m)l&j = I+= Y,(K a) P,k r) .&T(X) M-x) (i,j=O, 1, 2, . ..).
-0
The truncated matrix T,,(g; 2) contains the first II rows and columns of T(g; Co:
T,,(g; So= CT(cc 2)1,.,-o. I. .,I ,.
(1.1)
It will be convenient to introduce a modified truncated Toeplitz matrix as where c,, (n = 1, 2, . ..) is a given sequence of positive numbers. Of course, when c, E 1 then T,* and T,, coincide. Let us denote the zeros of p,,(.\-; X) in increasing order by -1-1, ,, < A-1, ,I < < I-,,, ,I and the eigenvalues of T,T(g; ~0, which are real since Tf is symmetric, by ,4 ,. ,I 6 A,,,, < .. < A,,, ,). Note that for g(~) = .Y one has A,, ,I = .Y~, Jc,,. Introduce a sequence of discrete measures ,u,, (n = I, 2, 3, . ..) on R by if A contains no .Y,, ,riL',,.
(1.3)
If there exists a sequence c,, such that the measures F,~ converge weakly to a probability measure 11 then we say that the "contracted zeros" (s,, ,,/c,, 1 ,j = I, 2, . . . . n 1, are asymptotically distributed according to p. Weak convergence of a sequence of probability measures p,, on iw' to a probability measure p on R" holds when for every bounded and continuous function f'on R" (1.4) and if this holds for every bounded continuous function f then it will also hold for every real bounded measurable function j'with discontinuities in a set of p-measure zero [ 1, Theorem 5.2(iii), p. 311. If we denote by C,( R") all continuous functions that vanish outside a compact subset of iw' then weak convergence also holds if and only if (1.4) is true for every ,f~ C,( R") [ 1, Problem 7, p. 411. We are interested in the asymptotic distribution of the eigenvalues of T,T(g; c(). In a way similar to (1.3) we define discrete measures Y,, (n= I, 2,. 3, . ..) by ~c;~,..r)=i if A,. ,, has multiplicity k n (1.5) v,,(A)=0 if A contains no A,,,,.
Our main theorem gives a connection between the weak convergence of ,u,~ and of v,, THEOREM.
Suppose that there exists a sequence c, such that the measures p,, gioen in (1.3) have a weak limit p and such that (l/c,)('~,, ~~ ,k/,,) is o(G) (y,, is the leading co<fficienf of' p,,(x: CL)). If' g is u bounded measurable ,fimction uxhosc points of discontinuit?* jbrm a set of p-mtwsure zero. then \l,, US drfined in ( I .5) ~,ill concerge \rrakl~~ to pg '. ,for n,hich
In particular, it follows that whenever the conditions of the theorem arc fulfilled, for every continuous function G. For an alternative proof we refer to a paper by Mat& Nevai, and Totik [6] . The main purpose of this paper is to generalize this result to other sets than [ -I, I], including orthogonal polynomials on infinite intervals. In order to do this it was necessary to impose stronger conditions on the function g than g E L': we always suppose that g is a bounded measurable function that is p-almost everywhere continuous. The main theorem will be proved in the next Section by techniques very similar to those used by Nevai [9, Chap. 5; lo]. In Section 3 we will apply the theorem to some relevant families of orthogonal polynomials.
PROOF OF THE THEOREM
We will first give some relations between the asymptotic distribution of the contracted zeros (.Y,,,,/(I,,} and some asymptotic properties of the orthogonal polynomials p,,(x; r). These results will be of use when we return to the proof of our main theorem. for every Bore1 set A. Clearly every <,, is a probability measure on [w and also every ,u,,, given in (1.3) is a probability measure on [w. The signed measure p,, -t,, is therefore of bounded variation and the total variation of 11,~ -<,, is bounded by 2. The relation (2.1) is now equivalent to
for every fcCK(lR). Since (l/c,)(y,,_ ,/y,) is o(.,,h), it follows that l2 tends to zero as n tends to infinity. The result follows since E is arbitrary and cr)f(~) + 0 as F, tends to zero.
jbr ewry f'E C,( W'). ,cSheref'(x) is u bounded and meusurable,function on R with discontinuities on u set qf p-measure zero und f (x, ~1) is u bounded wd meusurable function on R' ,for M,hich the discontinuities on the diugonal {(-Y, x) E R2) ,fbrm u set of p-measure zero.
Formulas (a) and (b) of this corollary have been proved for c,, = I by Mgttt, Nevai and Totik [7] for CI' > 0 almost everywhere in [ -1, 1 ] and supp(r) P C-F, E] a finite set for every c > 1. However, they allowed the more general condition .f E Lz for Formula (b).
The weak convergence of pL, does not imply that (l/c,)(~,, ,/y,) is of the order o(A) so that it is necessary to include this as an extra condition. In Section 3 we shall see that this condition can be checked easily in the most common situations.
The proof of the theorem now proceeds exactly in the same way as Nevai's proof in [lo] , but uses the above corollary instead of Nevai's Theorem 2.
EXAMPLES
Let us apply the theorem to some relevant cases. For a definition of various families of orthogonal polynomials we refer to 12, Chap. VI].
(a) Let E be a compact set on the real line. The equilibrium energy of E is defined as rip(~) &( J)I p is a probability measure on E and the capacity C(E) of E is equal to exp( -V(E)). If the capacity of E is positive, then there exists a unique probability measure p'rc on E such that and this measure is called the equilibrium measure (Frostman measure) of E [ 14, pp. 54-551. Now suppose that E is a compact set on the real line with positive capacity and such that supp(p,) = E and let E* be a bounded and at most denumerable set with accumulation points in E. If x is a positive measure on E u E* such that ,uJ {LIE/c~,~~-> 0 j ) = 1, then the sequence of measures p,) (with c,, = 1) converges weakly to the equilibrium measure 1, [ 15, 17, 181. Moreover, since E u E* is compact, there will exist a number B such that E u E" c [ -B, B] so that Therefore we find that for the eigenvalues of the truncated Toeplitz matrix T,,(g; u), with g a bounded measurable function that is p'Falmost everywhere continuous, If one knows enough about the asymptotic behavior of the recurrence coefficients u,, and h,, (as n + cc ) then it is possible to obtain the asymptotic zero distribution [9, 11, 161 . The order of (l/c,)(y,_ Jy,) is now easy since this follows immediately from the behavior of u,~. Many families of orthogonal polynomials can be treated by means of the recurrence relation, such as the PoissonCharlier polynomials, Meixner polynomials and Laguerre polynomials.
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